
KEY TAX POINTS FROM 

TODAY’S BUDGET 
 
VAT 
 

 Registration 

threshold increased 

to £82,000. 

 

 De-registration 

threshold increased 

to £80,000. 

 
 
Inheritance Tax 
 

 Deeds of variation to 

be reviewed in the 

Autumn to cut down 

on IHT avoidance. 

 
 
Duty 
 

 Children exempted 

from Air Passenger 

Duty extended to 

those under the age 

of 16. 

 

 Fuel duty will be 

frozen again. 

 

 1p off of every pint 

of beer. 

 

 2% decrease in the 

duty on Cider. 

 

 2% decrease in the 

duty on Scotch. 

 

 
The Elman Wall Tax Team have gathered and put together a 
brief summary of the most important elements as they may 
impact on you or your business. Whilst George Osborne was 
keen to demonstrate “Britain is walking tall again” not all the 
announcements were good news. So how does the Budget 
effect you? 
 
TAX ADMINISTRATION 

Headline: Abolishing the Annual Tax Return 

Detail: The Chancellor quoted HMRC’s famous slogan ‘tax doesn’t have to be 

taxing’ in his delivery of this year’s budget. A big shock were the plans to 

remove the need for individuals to complete an annual tax return.  

Tax-payers will have access to an online digital account which will provide 

an overall view of their tax position. Initially the service will be available to 

small businesses, later moving towards the 10 million individuals who have 

a PAYE record. By May 2017, HMRC hope to streamline the system with 

Companies House, and by 2020 they plan to have accounting software 

which will interact with the online digital account.   

EW Tax Team Say: Whilst we appreciate that the Revenue are trying to create a 

simpler system for individuals (and eventually companies) which will help 

alleviate some of the administrative burden; we believe their idea is still in 

the very early stages. Definitely for the next 4 to 5 years there will still be a 

necessity for the majority (if not all) of our clients to continue to complete 

their annual tax returns. 

The system promises to provide individuals with online help with queries 

and tailored advice for their company however as we have seen in the past 

with the Revenue’s attempt to improve their systems; it is normally better 

in theory than reality.  

We would support a more joined up HMRC system as it would improve tax 

discussions with them and lead to fewer errors in the amount of tax 

paid/deducted. It would also remove the administration burden from us 

each year of inputting the information required on your tax return, allowing 

us more time to provide you with tailored tax advice.  



 
Income Tax 

 

 Personal Allowance 

increased to £10,600 

for 2015/16 

 

 Basic Rate Tax Band 

decreased to 

£31,785 for 2015/16 

 

 Farmers will be able 

to average income 

over 5 years rather 

than the 2 years 

they can currently.  

 

 Income rates remain 

unchanged. 

 

 Tax free millage 

rates remain 

unchanged. 

 
Pension 
 

 Lifetime 

Allowance 

decreasing for 

2015/16 to £1 

million. 

 

 Lifetime 

Allowance will 

be indexed from 

2018. 

 

 From April 2016 

the 55% tax 

charge on the 

sale of annuities 

will be replaced 

with the 

individuals rate 

of tax. 

 

Headline: Country by County Reporting 

Detail: This policy will only affect ‘multination enterprises’ (MNEs) who have their 

parent company with the UK. Originally announced in September 2014, it 

has been confirmed that the policy will come into effect with the 2015 

Finance Bill. Following this it will become a statutory requirement for MNEs 

to show the amount of revenue, profit before tax, income tax paid, total 

employment, capital, retained earnings and tangible assets for each tax 

jurisdiction they do business in. The Revenue’s intention is to have a better 

overview of MNE’s global activities and profits and better identify profit 

shifting activities. This goes hand-in-hand with the Chancellor’s crack down 

on ‘aggressive’ UK tax avoidance.  

EW Tax Team Say: The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) have yet to decide the form for reporting this information however 

all the information required will be held by a member of the MNE’s group. 

Whilst this measure may then be seen as an administrative burden, which 

it may well be for the first couple of years, it will have a positive. In 

preparing the information that the Revenue require it will give us a much 

clearer picture, as your adviser, as to how your group is structures and we 

will be able to provide streamlined advice ahead of submitting the report 

to HMRC. 

PERSONAL TAX, PENSION, SAVINGS & INVESTMENTS 

Headline: Opportunities for Savers 

Detail: ISAs – the increase in investment limits to £15,240 from 6 April 2015 had 

already been announced, but there are two other changes coming in.  The 

range of products is being extended, and you will be permitted to 

temporarily withdraw finds from an ISA without forfeiting the tax 

advantage. 

Personal Saving Allowance – no tax on the first £1,000 (basic rate) or £500 

(higher rate) of savings income; no allowance is available to additional rate 

taxpayers.   

Help to Buy ISA – for every £200 of savings, the government will give first-

time buyers a £50 bonus towards their savings, subject to a maximum 

bonus size of £3,000 per person and on home purchases of up to £450,000 

in London and £250,000 outside of London.  

EW Tax Team Say: Permitting funds to move in and out of ISAs is clearly an 

advantage to many taxpayers. Clearly, the structure of an individual’s 

income needed to benefit from the savings allowance is quite specific, so 

this is only going to be of use to certain wealthier taxpayers. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Savings 
 

 April 2016 banks will 

stop withholding 

basic rate (20%) tax 

at source on bank 

interest. 

 

 April 2016 - £1,000 

tax free allowance 

for savings interest 

for basic rate tax 

payers 

 

 April 2016 - £500 tax 

free allowance for 

savings interest for 

basic rate tax payers 

 

 Help to Buy ISA for 

first time buyers. 

£50 credited by the 

government for 

every £200 paid in. 

Maximum £12,000 

savings. 

 

 Freedom to 

withdraw from ISA 

savings during the 

tax year without 

losing the tax relief. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Headline: Restrictions to pension relief 

Lifetime allowance reduced to £1m: The lifetime allowance is being slashed again, 

down from £1.25m to £1m as of April 2016, with the 55% tax charge 

remaining in place where excess contributions are made. This will be 

indexed to increase annually by inflation from 2018. 

Flexibility and annuities: People with annuities will be able to sell these on to third 

parties, with the proceeds of the sale available to be taken immediately or 

drawn down over a number of years, and taxed at the individual’s marginal 

rate.  

EW Tax Team Say:  This was a clear attempt to cut the oppositions’ feet from under 

them as they had intended to use this cut to fund some of their intended 

expenditure. The good news is that rumours that higher rate relief would 

be abolished did not come true (but the election is still to come).  This would 

have made pensions somewhat inefficient as a vehicle, with tax paid both 

on funds put into the scheme as well as funds coming out. 

CORPORATION TAX 

Headline: Annual Investment Allowance higher limits to be extended 

Detail: AIA is an accelerated relief intended to encourage UK businesses to invest 

in capital assets. When the AIA limit was increased to £500,000 it was 

intended to only be a temporary measure until 31 December 2015, after 

which it would revert to £25,000. In his speech, the Chancellor did not 

mention any figures, but suggested that a new limit would apply, higher 

than £25,000, from 1 January 2016. 

EW Tax Team Say: Honestly, there is very little we can add to this. If the 

Conservatives are re-elected, the AIA limit from 1 January 2016 will be 

higher than the announced £25,000 level. The safe thing to do is buy any 

new assets before December – i.e. while the £500,000 limit is in effect – 

unless expenditure has already exceeded the higher threshold. 

Headline: Increased Capital Allowances for low emission vehicles 

Detail: There are two schemes under which low emission vehicles receive 100% 

first year allowances due to end in March 2015, plus a similar relief for 

vehicle gas refuelling equipment. These are all now being extended to 

March 2018. 

EW Tax Team Say: In their absence, the normal capital allowance rules would 

apply to grant relief for the cost of the assets over several years (normally 

18% of the unrelieved amount per annum).  This is moderately useful where 

vehicles are required by employees in the course of their duties, but it is 

also important to consider the benefits in kind that will arise on provision 

of a company vehicle. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Corporation Tax 
 

 Rate of tax 

reduced from 

April 2015 to 

20%. 

 

 Annual 

Investment 

Allowance will 

not be reduced 

to £25,000. 

 

 100% First Year 

Allowance on 

low emission 

vehicles 

extended to 

March 2018. 

 

 The benefit in 

kind for low 

emission cars to 

increase more 

slowly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Headline: Enhancement of R&D Tax Credits 

Detail: A consultation is being introduced to specifically improve access to R&D 

tax credits for smaller companies. This will cover a voluntary advanced 

assurance scheme, lasting 3 years for smaller businesses making a first 

claim from autumn 2015 and also will seek to reduce the time taken to 

process a claim from 2016. The government is also seeking to produce new 

standalone guidance aimed specifically at smaller companies. HMRC will 

publish a document in the summer setting out a roadmap for further 

improvements to the scheme over the next 2 years. 

EW Tax Team Say: These proposals are to be welcomed. Although many 

companies have benefitted from the R&D scheme to date, many more are 

still missing out. It is hoped therefore that these changes will allow more 

companies to be able to claim what is a very valuable tax relief. 

EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES 

Headline: Various PAYE/NIC Administrative Changes   

Detail: Following a raft of consultations during 2014, all the proposals previously 

discussed, primarily in relation to the reporting of benefits in kind and 

expenses, are now being introduced. This includes: 

 abolishing the £8,500 earnings threshold for the reporting of 
benefits in kind; 

 abolishing employer dispensations; 

 giving statutory force to the exemption for trivial benefits; 

 introducing voluntary payrolling of benefits in kind. 
 

EW Tax Team Say: For most employers this should be good news. These measures 

are designed to reduce the year-end administrative burden especially 

associated with the completion of Forms P11D. Perhaps more importantly 

they should lessen the risk of a compliance failure and hence offer an 

increased level of protection against possible HMRC penalties. However, 

there is also a possible downside. By removing the some of the reporting 

burden, HMRC are also shifting the onus onto employers to get things right 

from the start. With the effective date for the introduction of most of these 

measures being 6 April 2016, it may well be, therefore, employers need to 

spend the next 12 months making sure their internal expense systems are 

robust enough to stand up to renewed HMRC scrutiny as is likely to follow. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pension 
 

 Lifetime 

Allowance 

decreasing for 

2015/16 to £1 

million. 

 

 Lifetime 

Allowance will 

be indexed from 

2018. 

 

 The Annual Limit 

remains 

unchanged at 

£40,000.  

 

 From April 2016 

the 55% tax 

charge on the 

sale of annuities 

will be replaced 

with the 

individuals rate 

of tax.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Headline: The benefit in kind for low emission company cars is to increase more 

slowly 

Detail: The benefit in kind for a company car is calculated by multiplying the list 

price by a percentage based on its carbon dioxide emissions. The fuel 

benefit is calculated by multiplying a flat figure (currently £21,700) by this 

same percentage. The budget publications indicate that the increased 

percentages will come into force from 2019/20. 

EW Tax Team Say: This is really fairly minor – essentially, it appears that the 

benefit in kind for a 50 g/km car will be 16%, instead of the previously 

announced 17%, and 19% for 51-75 g/km.  For emissions up to 94 g/km the 

rate will actually increase from 21% to 22%, with rates above this 

increasing by 1% for every 5 g/km, to a maximum of 37%.  This still means 

that a low emissions company car can be worthwhile, but the figures will 

need to be considered more carefully in future. 

DOMICILE AND RESIDENCE 

Headline: Changes to the Remittance Basis Charge   

Detail: Two changes are being brought in, effective from 6 April 2015. The first, 

for those who have been resident in the UK for more than 12 out of the 

past 14 years sees the increase in the Remittance Basis Charge (RBC) from 

£50k to £60k. The second applies to those resident for more than 17 out 

of the past 20 years, and sees the introduction of a new charge of £90k. In 

addition, a consultation is being launched to examine the introduction of 

an election to apply the remittance basis of assessment for an extended 

three year period. 

EW Tax Team Say: This confirms the announcement made in December 2014 

increasing the burden of those who still wish to be assessed on the 

remittance basis, and so is of no real surprise. The follow-up consultation 

looking at bringing in the election requirement to commit to the RBC every 

three years is likely to be a further deterrent to non-UK domiciles actually 

opting for this basis of assessment. The number of taxpayers currently 

paying the RBC is already comparatively small, not more than a few 

thousand, but for some individuals concerned it could prove to be sufficient 

to abandon this basis altogether and simply accept assessment on world-

wide income and gains. 

Headline: Capital Gains Tax applicable to non-UK residents 

Detail: This measure seeks to apply UK capital gains tax to non-UK residents who 

own UK residential property. This will apply to both non-UK resident 

individuals and non-UK resident trusts. The charge comes into effect for 

any disposals after 5 April 2015. 



 
 
 
 

National Insurance 
 

 April 2016 – no 

employers NI on 

employees 

under the age of 

21. 

 

 In the future 

there will be an 

introduction of 

no NI for 

apprentices.  

 

 Class 2 NI to be 

abolished for 

the self-

employed.  

 
 
 
 
Capital Gains Tax 
 

 The annual 

exemption has 

increased to 

£11,100 for 

2015/16. 

 

 The rates of CGT 

remains 

unchanged.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EW Tax Team Say: This represents a fundamental change to the basic position of 

CGT, which has always started from the perspective of only being 

applicable if a taxpayer was UK resident. With this hurdle covered, 

potentially it paves the way for further changes in scope in the future. 

There is some measure of relief however in that non-residents will still be 

able to claim the private residence relief to minimise the resultant tax. 

However this will only be available if an individual is present in the 

property for at least 90 midnights – so no more late nights on the town! 

CAPITAL TAXES 

Headline: Perceived IHT avoidance through the use of deeds of variation 

Detail: A review is due by the autumn that will look at cases whereby individuals 

use a deed of variation to alter a will so as to pass bequests to their 

children, and thus remove sums from their estate for IHT purposes. 

EW Tax Team Say: Deeds of variation are not planning vehicles as they ensure 

estates pass to family members when no will exists. The review should take 

account of the fact that many people pass away having no will in place, 

leaving a deed of variation as an alternative for their heirs. 

Headline: Entrepreneurs’ relief (ER) – Associated disposals 

Detail: ER will no longer be available in respect of gains on disposals of personal 

assets used in a business carried on by a company or a partnership unless 

there is at least a 5% shareholding disposal, or a 5% share in the 

partnership assets. These changes take effect as of the 18 March 2015. 

EW Tax Team Say: A disposal of a personal asset usually coincides with a disposal 

of shares, or a share in partnership assets, and as such this tweak to the 

relief is rather incidental. So ER remains mainly unchanged – but watch out 

for the election! 

Headline: Targeted IHT avoidance through multiple trusts 

Detail: New legislation is designed to counter tax planning whereby a settlor can 

create multiple trusts and settle part of his or her estate into each one up 

to the value of the nil-rate band. The reason is because each trust is 

entitled to its own nil-rate band. 

The new rules state that where property is added to two or more 

settlements on the same day the value of the added property along with 

the value of the property settled at the day of commencement will be 

brought into account when calculating the ten-year charges and exit 

charges. 

EW Tax Team Say: It is pleasing to see that when an addition is £5,000 or less that 

this will not be treated as a same day addition when considering the tax 

charges.  


